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A daily independent student press serving
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New bin Laden tape to be aired

September 7, 2007
Volume 102. Issue 15
WWWBGNEWSCOM

University
shuttle service
stretches funds

His latest video tape will be the first one released in nearly three years
By LM K.ath
The Associated Press

Free rides to Meijer
are affordable only

CAIRO, Egypt — Osama bin
Laden Will release a new video
in the coining days ahead of the
sixth anniversary of the Sept. 11
attacks in what would be the first
new Images of the terror mastermind in nearly three years, ali.laid,i ~ media arm announced
yesterday.
Analysts noted that al-Qaida

once a year | Page 3

Big Ten is one
big problem
Big Ten Conference is
upseting fans with on
going cable station talk

lends to mark the Sept. 11 anniversary with a slew of mes
sages, and the Department of
Homeland Security said it had
no credible information warn
ingofan imminent threat to the
United Stales.
Still, bin Laden's appearance
would be significant. I he alQaida leader has not appeared in
new video footage since October
2001. and he has not put out a
nev. audiotape in more than a

year, his longest period without
a message.
One difference in his appearance was immediately obvious.
The announcement had a still
photo from the coming video,
showing bin Laden addressing
the camera, hisbeard fully black.
In his past videos, bin laden's
beard was almost entirely gray
with dark streaks.
Bin laden's heard appears to
have been dyed, a popular prac-

tice among Arab leaders, said
Rita Katz, director of the SITE
Institute, a Washington-based
group that monitors terror mes
sages.
"I think it works lor theii al
Qaida'sl benefit that he looks
young, he looks healthy," Katz
said.
The announcement and
photo appeared in a banner

DYED BEARD:
l

See TAPE
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Celebrating 15 years
of Black Swamp

We're here to
pump you up
Where to go in the Rec
to get your own Brad
Pitt or Angelina Jolie
body | Page 7

By Shelby Schroeder

BG student
sings at county
fair on Sunday
Christie Sterling to
serenade country
lovers at the Williams
County fair | Page 7

Woman
registers her
dog to vote
After spending 90
days in jail, she must
do community
service and pay a fine
to avoid prosecution

| Page 11
Falcons are
underdogs
again
Team heads to
Michigan State

COKE

looking for another
upset | Page 9

Indians atop AL
Central
After a long season,
Cleveland is on the
verge of the division

RE-THRONED

championship
| Pag.9
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What's your favorite
s'mores moment'

m

Mike "Griff" Girdntr
Sophomore.
Sports Management
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"When we chased away
three bears in Yosemite
National Park."
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TODAY
Isolated Storms
High: 87, Low: 62

J
TOMORROW
Mostly Sunny
High: 77. Low: 57

k
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Polthoff

Students will have to make do without Mt. Dew and other Pepsi favorites and get
used to drinking Coke.
Hie University decided to switch to Coca Cola when Pepsi's Pouring Rights
contract was up in May ol this year.
Regular Pepsi beverages on campus, along with other ally company's bevei
ages, such as Oceanspray. Lipton, Dole. SoBe and liopicana were eliminated
as well.
Along with Coca-Cola's other beverages, their ally hi and. Minute Maid, will
also be introduced on campus
USG President lohnnie Lewis said he did a lot of informal polling of students prior to the series of Pouring Rights Proposal team meetings that
decided what beverage company would acquire the university contract,
Pepsi. Coca-Cola and Cadbury Schweppes were all vying for the primary contract.
lewis said he determined a lot of students were either strong Pepsi
or Coke supporters, hut a majority of Students said they would drink
whatever was available.
US( i Senator leremy Lehman also sal in on the meetings. He said he
generated pop preference input from students in his classes, fraternity
and pop sales in the area.
lew is and I ehman tried to keep their unofficial polling of students
quiel so the companies wouldn't know the University was considering all its options. The Pepsi contract was up in May. hut the USG representatives were polling students as early as February and March.
''We had to keep it under wraps to gel more money, which could help
student organizations." Lehman said.
Coca-Cola conducted preference surveys in the Wood County area
that showed their products beating their competitors.
Hill Wheelock. director of purchasing at the University, monitored the
decision- making process to make sure there were no issues with the different companies.
The University is a public agency involving the money of students and stale
taxpayers so everything had to he legal. Wheelock said.
The Pouring Rights Proposal team decided (!oca-Cola had the best proposal and
would get the primary beverage contract Cadbury Schweppes was awarded the
secondary spot after Pepsi declined it. Coca-Cola will hold the contract for at least
seven years, until 2011.
Although the University lost Mt. Dew, its top seller, Lehman said it was a risk
worth taking.
He said Coca-Cola had new and different options for students, such as selling
both Powerade and (iatorade.
Set COKE | Page I

I he scene is well under construt iion on Main Street today
as the volunteers and local businesses prepare for a full weekend
ol artsj creativity.
I he Black Swamp \rts Festival
is in iis fifteenth year of bringing
the visual and performing arts
together and will be attracting
thousands ol visitors to downtown Bowling Green for the next
three nights.
funded through the initiative
of local businesses, private vol
unteers and sky Hank festival
goers will be treated to .in array
of musical performances at five
separate venues while perusing
several do/en art booths with
the woiks of both independent
and group artists.
This years musical lineup
brings to the table near!) something for everyone, With a variety ot bands lo showcase their
talents. Artists range in tasies
from jazz, blues, bluegrass,
I .uiii. country, punk, to solo folk
singer-songwritiers.
Kelly Wicks, ownci ol (.rounds
for thought on S Main Street

and tins year's performing arts
chair, said he and othei organiz
ns sifted through about 1.000
submission- from musical artists in addition to seeking out
special talents.
One such talent is headlining
band. I he Sierra I eone's Refugee
All Stars. 11"' group which
was featured in an a<i laimed
PBS documentary by the same
name, formed during the deadly
chaos ol ci\ il war violent e in
the West Nine an country I heir
\frican-rooted reggae will be
ace ompanied by several airings

ot the documentary m the ClaZel theatre
but I he Sierra I eone'sRefugee
All stars are just one of several
bands playingatthe event. Wicks
said the five performance areas
include special stages for elec
tronica fans and teens
aptly
named the Peanut Butter and
Hock stage
will be aceented
by local bats that will regularly
feature bands on then indoot
siages

Not 10 he outdone, the vibrant
visual arts community is coheadlining this arts celebration.
SWAMP

Bikes
with T
make _.
working
out more
n By Kristcn V ,..,,

Fitness can he fun once more
thanks to an assortment of new
elliptical machines, stationary hikes and spinning hikes.
which were recently added to the
Student Recreation Center.
The new machines w ere added
to the array of fitness equipment
at the SRC after it was decided
the center needed to improve
and bring in more cardim ascular
equipment The machines were
put in around August IS and cost
roughly $100,000,
"Students were waiting for the
equipment, especially the elliptical, for as long as a hall hour
up to an hour." Steve Kampf,
director of Recreational Spoils,
said. "Besides that, a lot of the
machines weregettingoldand we
wanted lo both improve that and
bring in new technology.''
Along with bringing in new
equipment, the SRC has also
made additions to a few of the
older machines.
"Some of our stationary bikes

NEW EQUIPMENT:

nowhave video screens attached,"
Patrick Edwards, a graduate assistant in charge of the SRC Pro Shop
and Special Events, said. "Instead
of just displaying a number of
miles on a screen, you can actually watch yourself ride the niimbet ol miles you want to using
the landscape on the screen as
an aid
I he bikes will also keep track
ot different riders' best times by
asking t he st udent for a usemame
and password each time they use
the machine I'he account then
stores the student's progress and
will show the biker a record of
their achievements each time
they log in.
Not only do the bikes allow the
USIT to watch their progress using
animation, they also turn a routine fitness exercise into a game
"The stationary bikes with
the video screens also have the
ability lo interact with people on
the other hikes next to you," said
Edwards. "You can race people
working out on the other h,kcs
See BIKES I Pw
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man stabs her college roommate

'age 1
A

heelock
Coca-

i ni.i is also
hoping
to

g rate
other beverige options,
Mich as Mr.

I'ibband I uze
drink.
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i oca-Cola
products will
lie available at
every vendor
ampus,
University
Dining
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- what
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which loca- ons

SODA
FACTS
COLAS:
■ 65 percent of
young adults
in Wood
County consume Classic

Coke
■ 35 percent
consume
Pepsi
CITRUS
DRINKS:
■ 63 percent of
young adults
in Wood
County
consume Mt
Dew
■ 24 percent
consume
Diet Mt.
Dew
■ 8pcr< en!

i ui ,i Cola
willing to pay 27
percent more
consul
Mellow
than
oilier
companies to
Yellow
the University
,n
Funding,
Source. Coca
ni.i rketing
Cola Wood
,IIHI value-inCounty
kind product.
Beverage
Value in
Preference
kind product
Survey
is basically
free product the University gets
in addition to benefit students
in the Vthletic departmenl and
i iiiu e of Campus Involvement.
Wheelock has heard both
positive and negative feedback
si nee the decision and said some
people are unhappy, bin they
are basically getting Ihe same
products with differeni brands,

ByARTHURH.ROTSTEIN
The Asset.died Press
TUCSON, Ariz. - Upset that
her roommate had accused her
of theft, a University of Arizona
freshman bought a knife,
returned to their dorm room
and stabbed the woman as she
slept, according to court papers
filed yesterday.
But
before
IH-ycar-old
Galareka Harrison killed Mia
Henderson, she forged a note
in which ihe victim purportedly admitted falsely accusing
her roommate and "mentioned
ending her own life." univer-

TAPE
From Page I
advertisement on an Islamic
militant Web site where alQaida's media arm, Al-Sahab,
frequently posts messages,
"Soon, God willing, a videotape from ihe lion sheik (Kama
bin Laden, God preserve him,"
the advertisement read, signed
by Al-Sahab. Such announcements are usually put out one
to three days before the video
is posted on the Web.
IntelCenter, which monitors
Islamic Web siies and analyzes terror threats, said the
video was expected within (he
next 72 hours, before the sixth
anniversary of the Sept. II.
2001 suicide hijacker attacks
on the World trade Center and
the Pentagon,
The anniversary lias always
been a major media event
for al-Oaida — a chance for

COKE OPTIONS:

BIKES

■

From Page 1

■

Coke

■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■

Cherry Coke
Vanilla Coke
Coca Cola Zero
Vault
I '■ liow Yellow
Dasani (regular/flavored)
• rade
Evian

■
■
■ IW

■ Minute I 'aid
■
' nottle and Rockstar
■ .-yy drinks

CORRECTION
POLICY
it to correct all factual errors.
" • if error has been made.
■ BG News at 419-372-6966

Did You Know...
The Bible, the
world's best-selling
book, is also the
world's most
shoplifted book.

sity police Officer Mario Leon
wrole in a sworn statement.
Harrison entered the room,
left Ihe note on her roommate's
desk and then slabbed her
"numerous times." according
to the probable cause statement filed in Pima County
lusrJce Court
Harrison is jailed in lieu of
S.r>(),()(>(> bail on a first-degree
murder charge in Wednesday's
slabbing. A judge entered a not
guilty plea on her behalf.
Police would not say what
Harrison had been accused of
stealing and would not release
the police reporl her roommate

filed Aug. 28.
But l.ee Ann Dejolie, a
Northern Arizona University
Student who described herself
as a close friend of Henderson's,
saidl leiidcrsonhadcomplained
this week that her roommate
had been going through her
purse and taking things.
"So Mia was really ticked off."
Dejolie said.
Both girls were residents
of communities
on
ihe
Navajo Indian Reservation —
I lenderson from Tuba City and
Harrison from Chinle. about
100 miles east of Tuba City near
New Mexico.

After Harrison's initial court
appearance yesterday, her
mother. lattice Harrison, said
her daughter has no history of
violence. Noting the teen was
injuredand briefly hospitalized.
she said her daughter must have
been defending herself.
"She never did anything
wrong," she said, leary-eyed
and speaking softly and hesitantly. She's a real nice person.
She's never been away from

it lo drum up support among
extremists, tout itself as the
leading militant group and
show off ils continued survival.
"They've always gone out of
their way to commemorate it,"
said Ben Vcnz.ke, chief execu
rive officer of IntelCenter.
which is based in Alexandria.
Va. "Historically the anniversary of 9-11 has never been
drawn to attacks, It's drawn to
video releases."

recent arrests of militants in
(iermany reinforce the department's assessment that the
country is currently In a period
of increased risk.
If bin laden does appear in
new footage, it would be the
first images of him since an
Oct. 29. 2004 videotape, just
before the U.S. presidential
elections. In that appearance
three years ago, he said America
could avoid another 9-11 style
attack if it stopped threatening
Muslims.
Thenewvideowouldalsoend
ihe longest period bin laden
has gone without releasing a
message. His last audiotape
was on July 1. 2000. in which
he welcomed new leader of alQaida in Iraq succeeding ihe
slain Abu Musabal-Zarqawi.
Bin laden went silent for a
similar long stretch before
— from Dec. 28, 2001 to Ian.
19.2006. That absence sparked
widespread speculation he was

ill, wounded or possibly dead.
There has been little such
speculation since then. U.S.
officials have repeatedly said
over the past year they believe
the al-Oaida leader is alive.
He is thought to be hiding in
the tribal regions of western
Pakistan near the border with

But the fact that bin Laden is
delivering the message is significant, he said. Whether the
message will indicate a potential attack will depend on what
bin Laden says.
Homeland Security spokes
man Russ Knockc said he could
not confirm the existence of a
tape, "and there is no credible
information at this time warning of an imminent threat to
the homeland." But he said
increased activity overseas and

home."
Galareka Harrison had not
discussed her roommate or spoken of any problems al school,
lattice Harrison said.

Afghanistan.
During bin Laden's silence,
his deputy
Egyptian-born
Ayman al-Zawahri has been
frequently issuing videos and
audiotapes.
Al-Zawahri appeared in a
2006 video marking the 9-11
anniversary. An anniversary
video in 20<i:( showed footage of
bin Laden and al-Zawahri walk
Ing through mountain paths,
with voice-over messages from
both leaders,

4:56 P.M.
A cell phone, valued at $60. was
taken from a car parked on Gould
Street two weeks ago.
7:58 P.M.
Steve Sanchez. 42. of Bowling
Green, was arrested and taken to
the Wood County Justice Center
for assault.
9:14 PM.
A women reported receiving
obscene text messages from her exboy friend.

THURSDAY
316 A.M.
Tasha Sun Frederick. 28. of Toledo
was arrested for shoplifting from a
store on West Gypsy Lane Road.

will provide artists with booths
lo exhibit their art non-competittvely. Much of the art, however,
will he available for visitors andart

enthusiasts to purchase.
In the spirit of family involvement, the visual arts portion
of the festival will also provide
activities for children and teenagers, youngsters can view and
participate in theater acts, facepainting, screen priming as well
as a tie-dye creations area under
I lie supervision of adult volunteers.
I'erry said a must-do on the
list of activities planned for the
event is an inclusive an project
for adults, called "Artists at Work".
Visitors are encouraged to drop by
the Windmill Mural parking lot
on S. Main Street lo personalize
a square panel that will later be
assembled as a large-scale mural.
1 he piece. Perry said, will ultimately be displayed for the public
to enjoy in a local building to be
determined.
The festival is above and
beyond artists making money
and gaining attention. Perry said,
bin for thecommunityand region
at large lo appreciate the arts.

will have pieces in ihe Black Swamp Aris Festival this weekend

Preferred
Properties Co.
wvm.preterredpropertiescocom

MAKE YOUR HOME AT:
• Haven House Manor
• Mini Mall Apls.(downiowi)
• Fox Run Apts.
• Triplex
• Piedmont "Newly Renovation" • Houses
• Updated Birchwood
■ small pels allowed
, .,
see our website or
^^*
call for more details
%
Now
Renting

OUT
UHIBUU
Ulttl

HO East Wooster Street
Downtown B.G.

4:31 P.M.
Sometime overnight, the rear license
plate o( a ttuclc parked on West
Gypsy Lane Road was stolen.

County Invitational An Show

JORDAN F10WF.H

Come visit us during the
Black Swamp Arts Festival
September 7th, 8th & 9th
and receive 15% off
with this ad.

1:46 P.M.
Overnight, video game equipment
was stolen from an unlocked apartment on Klotz Road.

From I

and have the ability to work
on differeni iliings."
For Stech, winking out al
the SHC makes him feel heller about who he is, works as
a si tcss reliever when homework piles up and even gives
him something to do in his
free dme instead of just sitting in front of the TV.
liz lennings. a manager
who works at the from desk
of the SIM I agrees with Stech.
"It's very important to stay
healthy during the school
year, no) fust physically, but
mentally as well, and the recreation center helps students
do that," she said. "Most of
our days consist of sitting in
a classroom for hours on end.
and that can gel stressful.
Students have to remember
that we're not just a place to
exercise, hut a place for people to relax and have a good
dme while they keep active
and slay fit."

Brands that influence and inspire

12:57 P.M.
Someone tried to break into a
church on Thurstin Avenue over the
weekend, damaging a door.

Glass and metal-work, a variety
of two-dimensional arts, crafts
and art-inspired souvenirs will
line Main Street, some lo view,
some for side, and others with creators hoping to lake home a prize.
More than UK) artists will be in
attendance for the juried art show,
with works competing for more
than Sti.(KK) worth of awards, said
Wynii I'erry, visual arts chair for
thcfestival. Audit ionally.lheWood

likely draw more students to
the Recreation Center and
make winking oul a lot more
enjoyable.
"I think dial with the new
equipment there is a good
possibility that a whole lot
more people will show upand
workout," he said. "The more
variety of machines I here are,
I he more people will show up

CO.

12:22 P.M.
A pair of pruners. valued at $109
each, were taken from a truck parked
at the Street Department on East
Poe Road.

SWAMP

IHE Bb NEWS

STUDENT ART DISPLAY: Sean Momssey. a fourth year Fine Ails sludeni focusing m Punt Making, goes ihiough some of his art woik He

APPAREL

WEDNESDAY

Associated Press writers
Eileen Sullivan in Washington
and Sarah DiLortnzo in New
York contributed to this report.

and thai is definitely going
to make exercising a lot more
fun lo some people."
Hob Stech, junior, agrees
thai the new equipment and
additions to Ihe bicycles will

C.BC.B'S

BLOTTER

SPACIOUS
BEDROOMS

OFFICE HOURS
Mon-Fri: 8-12 & 1-4:30
530 S. Maple St.

419-352-9378

luiitor's Note: The exhibits
and performances are all free.
The musical lineup and list of
events are available on the Black
Swamp Arts Festival's Web site at
www.blacksuHimparts.com.

Leadership
Student Organizations provide opportunities to develop
12 of the 18 key factors that employers arc looking for
in new employees. These 12 factors are: Real-World
Experience, leadership Qualities, Personal Presentation,
Attitude, < 'ommunicalion Skills, Computer Skills,
Problem Solving, Customer Service Oriented. Proven
Track Record, Adaplabilily-Drive-lnitiativc, Ability to
Learn, Hi Preparation for Interviews. Get involved!

CAMPUS
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SUDOKO
To play: Complete the grid
so that every row, column
and every 3x3 box contains
the digits 1 to 9.There Is no
guessing or math involved.
Just use logic to solve

GAMERS COMPETE IN BATTLE OF THE BANDS
ROCKIN' OUT: UAO sponsored a Guitar Hero contest at the pub last night. Wade Graft tries to intimidate his competition Brandon Biller by invading his space.
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Create and solve your
Sudoku puzzles for FREE.

The repercussions of academic dishonesty
What actions will take place if a student is accused of this educational faux pas
up a meeting with the student to discuss the potential
problem.
If the student desires, they
have up to two days to prove to
the instructor their innocence
from the charge by providing
additional information.
Distinguished
teaching
Professor Neil Browne thinks
it is crucial for students who are
accused of academic dishonesty to try to take care of the
problem at this point.
"The first and most important step after being accused
is to speak with the professor,"
Browne said. "At that point,
before the penalty has been
accessed, there is some negotiating room, and some time to
talk, some time to think about
what happened."
If the problem is not resolved
and the Instructor determines
a violation has occurred, a penalty will then be determined.
The dean will then contact
the student and the student
has the right to appeal to the

By Scott Racker
Reporter

The University takes plagiarism and all oilier forms of
academic dishonesty seriously,
bill al the same lime gives students who have been accused
of a violat ion an opportunity to
prow their innocence.
In the student handbook
plagiarism is defined as,
"Representing as one's own,
in any academic exercise the
words or ideas of another
including but not limited (o
quoting or paraphrasing without proper citation."
But this is not the only form
of academic dishonesty a student can commit.
Cheating, forgery, bribery/
threats, fabricatingand helping
or attempting to help another
commit a violation are other
forms of academic dishonesty.
If a student is suspected of
violating the academic honesty policy and it is their first
offense the instructor will set

PWZESUDOKU.COM

"I think it helps us look at [academic
dishonesty] in a case by case scenario
because every case will not be the same."
Barbara Waddell I Chief of Sta'f of the O'ke o1 the Provost
Academic Honesty Committee
within seven days, according to
the student handbook.
The academic honesty committee then determines whether or not to grant the student
a hearing based on new evidence, procedural error or error
in interpretation of evidence.
If they grant a hearing the
student will appeal and a determination will be made.
There is only one more
appeal beyond the Academic
I lonesty Committee and that is
the vice president for academic
affairs, and this can only be
held if there was an error made
during the initial hearing.
The University gives faculty members a broad range of

punishment options. Barbara
Waddell, chief of staff of the
Office of the Provost, thinks
this is a very good idea.
"I think it helps us look at
[academic dishonesty] inacase
by case scenario because every
case will not be the same,"
Waddell said.
Waddell encourages students to be honest with their
work because it is in their best
interest.
"Mom and Dad would not
be very pleased to know that
you plagiarized in a course
and received a withdrawal fail
because you don't get a refu ml."
she said.

Shuttle bus budget has no room for trips to Meijer
By Andy Ourid
Reporter

I have no other way to get out there and I
would like to see an addition of Meijer."

Three weeks ago during movein weekend, incoming students
wen' treated with bus rides to
Meijer (a program of Midnight
Madness), but for the test of the
year the option of campus supplying shuttles to the grocery
store is over.
Due lo a lack of funding, campus shuttles have no plans in the
near future to add Meijer to their
list of off-campus destinations.
"I push my budget as far as I
can," shuttle manager Pred Smith
said. "It all comes down to funding. I can't add [Meijer] if 1 don't
take something away."
Since Meijer is located on the
east side of Bowling Green and
the shuttles do not have any stops
in the vicinity, it would add time
onto the route, resulting in longer
waits between stops.
"If we go to Meijer, Itlie timel

Sue Pelo | Coordinator for Major Events

will go from 10 to 18 minutes,"
Smith said. "People won't wait
that long for a bus to pick them
up."
A popular demand for rides to
Meijer have been brought up by
students who rode the buses as
pan of Midnight Madness and
think shuttle services should add
it as a regular stop.
"It was fun and a nice experience," freshman
Rachel
Willingham said she was one of
many students who participated
in the event. "1 have no other way
to get out there and I would like to
see an addition of Meijer |to the
bus schedule]."
The Officeof Campus Activities
realizes that offering the route for
students like Willingham, who
don't have cars, is a great way for

STATELY

isavma

them to get room and school supplies. This is why they keep offering the yearly trip lo Meijer.
"This is a great opportunity
with close to 800 students participating," Sue Mo, Coordinator for
Major Events said. "Pspecially for
first year students without cars."
Due to contrary belief, die
shuttles are not funded from student tuition, rather they get their
money from parking and traffic
and receive no general fees.
Smith tries to be as efficient
and friendly toward students as
possible regarding shuttle stops.

He asks drivers to work overtime
and has offered special routes to
Meijer in the past
Foryears, there were'Chrismias
Shuttles" to Meijer, but that ended
in 2004 after eight years due to a
lack of people riding it. And it was
becoming too expensive.
Smith is always at his budget
limit and said il would be a bad
decision economically if he added
Meijer as a stop, even with taking something like Kroger or WalMart off the routes.
Also, gas prices rising over S2
on average in ihe last five years
have also hampered the division
of expanding stops on routes.
"I offer the alternatives that I
can," Smith said. "Money cost is
what it comes down to."

8 a.m. - 9 p.m.
Contemporary Art Western
Spring Break Trip
131 Union

8 a.m. -11 p.m.
Muslim Student Associaton
Prayer Room
204 Olscamp Hall

9 a m. - 5 p.m.
Mellisa Parrott: Ceramic
Sculpute
The Little Gallery

// u< alwaw the
,iinipic thing,' thai
change our live,!.
Ant) l/.'i'.u' thing,'
never happen when
yon arc looking lor
I hem lo happen.
Life will reveal
an,iwer,i ol the pace
life wi,ihe,i lo Jo
,<o. You feel like
running, bul life u>
on a olroll.
Donald Miller

11 a.m. - 3 p.m.
Campus Fest
University Lawn
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homecoming 2007

9.24.07 - 9. 29. 07

Being single and pregnant
is tough

The Newest and
Largest Bookstore
in Findlay
...And the Most
Unique Bookstore
in Northwest Ohio.

1315 North Main Street
1

(KTOU

1-800-395-HELP
www.knowledge is empowering.com

from ihe University of FlndUy)

1
419-427-2814
1 Monday - Saturday 10 -9,
Sunday 1-6

D00WOW

GET A LIFE
CALENDAR OP EVENTS

Foundation
for

tifc
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"It's nerve-wracking, because if you mess up. everybody knows it. I don't think
I'll really know what it's like until I'm there. It's going to be surreal." - Christie
Sterling, who's performing at the Williams County Fair this weekend [see story, p. 7]

It b I Kb h I
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What's your favorite s'mores moment? [see column, p. 7]

crackers."

crackers and ruined
everything."
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The Big Ten Network
is ripping us off
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at if Al Gore had been president?
William I.Cromieofthe

Harvard University Gazette

Declined rate of death caused by
firearms, universal health care,
and increased environmental
awareness.
Now those all sound like significiint positives as opposed (o
unaffordablc health care, higli
mortality rates in instances
where guns are Involved and a
society of environmental incontinence — all three of which we
struggle with today.

reports that more than :i((,(KK(
people are killed, and another
(ifi.tXH) are injured in incidents
imoh ing firearms each year.
The nunilier of people killed
alone could fill the entire Doyl I .
Perry Stadium as well as the IceArena here the University, and
still have I .(MM) people left over.
The amount injured more than
triples the total number of students enrolled at BGSU,
Surely everyone has also heard
of global wanning. After all, one
would have to be living under a
rock or in the Hush White I louse
to not know about it.
So besides being aware of

EDDIE BIALORUCKI.
Junior, Music Education

COURTNEY SOLTIS.
Sophomore. Interpersonal
Communications

KRISTIN CARVER.
Sophomore. Graphic
Design

MITCH KIPFER. Senior.
Accounting and Finance

"My fraternity
campout."

"When I ate Peter's
stale graham

"When Peter
brought stale graham

"Making them in the
microwave at home
with my brother and
my sister."
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the fact that polar ice caps are
melting at a faster rate than ever
before Plus the fact that at this
rate cities such as Miami and San
Irancisco will he under water
by 2100, as reported by Stephen
Icahy. remember that your
grandchildren will likely be experiencing that in their lifetimes.
[hen we have our health can',
which is another problem many
Americans face. The National
Coalition on 1 lealth Care
reported that nearly 47 million
Americans, or Hi percent of the
population, went without health
care insurance in 2(XX>.
Now imagine if these probSee JASON | Page 6

Despite being just seven days
old, the HigTen Network
has managed to irritate college football fans across the
Midwest. Many were forced
to get their HigTen football
fix via radio waves clue to the
cat fight between cable television providers and the Big Ten
Network.
The Big Ten schools seem to
be too busy fishing for money
to realize they are neglecting
their fans, tax payers and even
their own students.
Why is there a Big Ten
Network in the first place?
The Big Ten Network
addresses this question on
their Web site. Within the
grammatical nightmare that
is their FAQ page, the question
arises, "Why was the Big Ten
Network created when we used
to be used to watch the games
for free?"
With the same grammatical
grace, their answer reads, "the
Big I en Network will ensure
that every home Big fen foothall and men's basketball will
be televised to national audience."
Smooth.
So far it doesn't seem like
they are doing very well at
leaching their "national audience' if their only major carrier is DirecTV. Other cable

companies, namely Comcast
and lime Warner, seem willing to pay to carry the Big fen
Network. Why not take their

money too?
The hang-up is that the Big
Ten Network's Web site calls
itself a joint venture between
the Big Ten and Fox Cable
Networks. Fox is owned by
News Corporation. News
Corporation owns DirecTV.
It is in their interest to not let
anyone else carry the Big Ten
Network so that more people
will switch to DirecTV. Sneaky.

I was happy to read "Paying a
Higher Price for Sale Sex" by
I heresa Scott (Sept. 4). Scott
does our community a service
by warning users of hormonal
birth control (oral contraceptives, or "OC," and the
NuvaRing) of their impending
COS) increase and explaining
the reasons behind it. She also
informs us of how hard the
doctors and pharmacists at the
Student 1 lealth Center have
unrked to delay the effects of
those mi leases on ourcom-

munity.
I was disappointed, however, to see contraception
called "safe sex" in the article.
( (intraception is not safe sex.
Contraception protects people
from unplanned pregnancy.
Safe sex—or. more accurately, safer sex—protects
people from sexually transmitted infections (STls), like
chlamydia. herpes, etc. It is
vitally important that sexually active heterosexuals using
hormonal birth control like
OCs and NuvaRing understand
that they are not practicing
safer sex. Safer sex involves a
range of activities from mutual
masturbation to the use of

barriers like male condoms
and dental dams (the Student
I lealth Center sells condoms;
it's not clear from their Web site
whether they still sell dental
dams).
All sexually active people,
whether hetero or not, should
practice safer sex. Of course,
male condoms do provide protection against both STls and
pregnancy, when used correctly and consistently, every time
heterosexual couples have sex.
For more information about
pregnancy and SIT prevention,
seewww.plannedparenlhood.
org/ and www.engenderhealth.
org/wh/inf/dprev.html. And
remember, birth control is not
safer sex, although some safer
sex methods can also be birth
control.
—leannleLudloui
Lecturer, Women's Studies
Adviser. NAIiAI. Pro-Choice
HdSU

Sex is safest when it's
during marriage
On Sept. 4, Theresa Scott
reported on the burden certain
people feel from the rising
costs of oral contraception. "By
the end of the month, students
who take birth control may get
an unpleasant surprise. They'll

THE BG NEWS
LISA HALVERSTADT, EDITOR IN CHIEF
210 West Hall
Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green. Ohio 454031 Phone: (419) 372-6966
E-mail; thenews@bgnews.com
Web site: http://www.bgnews.com
Advertising: 204 West Hall | Phone: (419) 372-2606

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Got something you want to say about an opinion column or news story?
Here's how to get in touch with us for letters to the editor:
■ E-mail us at thenewsCPbgnews.com.
I Drop a note into our new comment box at the Union Information
Center.
■ Call us at 419-372-6966.
■ Come to our newsroom in 210 West Hall.
Be sure to read the full submission guidelines at the bottom of this page.

now need to shell out up to S30
to practice safe sex."
Safe sex?
I understand safety belts.
They strap us into our car seat
so that upon accident, we are
held in place, so as to avoid
injury. I understand food safety
laws — cooks and servers are to
store and prepare fresh food to
keep us free from disease.
One can speak of safe driving, because driving has a purpose (reaching a destination)
that can be thwarted (having
an accident). Safety belts protect us from unsafe drivers.
One can speak of food safety,
because eating has a real purpose (nourishment) that can be
thwarted (eating spoiled or diseased food). Food safety laws
protect us from unsafe food.
If people drive to get from A
to Z and eat to stay alive, why

do people have sex and how
can they have it safely?
People have sex for many
reasons (they want to experience pleasure, they want to
build a serious relationship or
they want to create a family).
I low does oral contraception
(OC) promote these purposes
of sex, thus making sex safe?
Are women experiencing more
pleasure and/ur helping men
experience more pleasure
by taking OC? (Are scientific
studies showing nerve endings
enhanced with OC?) Does OC
help build serious relationships? (Are scientific studies
showing people who resist
children to be more serious
about their relationship than
couples intent on creating and
raising life?) There's obviously
no scientific study done that
shows how OC helps procre-

DAVE HERRERA. SENIOR EDITOR
CANDICE JONES. SENIOR EDITOR
KELLY DAY, CAMPUS EDITOR
TIM SAMPSON, CITY EDITOR
STEPHANIE GUIGOU, DESIGN EDITOR
BRIAN SZABELSKL WEB EDITOR
KRISTEN MOONEY.C0PY CHIEF
COLIN WILSON. SPORTS EDITOR
ADDIECURUS, PULSE EDITOR
CHRISTY JOHNSON. SPECIAL SECTIONS EDITOR
JORDAN FLOWER. PHOTO EDITOR

VISIT US AT
BGNEWS.COM
Have your own take on
today's People On The
Street? Or a suggestion for
a question? Give us your
feedback at bgnews.com.

It's nothing
more than
fiction

ation, being that OC is made to
prevent it.
How then can a device
that doesn't enhance any of
the purposes of sex and even
thwarts a major purpose of sex
rightly be promoted as safe sex"
Furthermore, OC does not
protect anyone from STDs.
Let's be honest, Some people
want to have "contracepted'
sex, not safe sex, and they want
others to pay for it. But why
should everyone be taxed so
that some can have unsafe sex?
If we want to promote a good
society, we need to be responsible with our money and we
need to be responsible with
how we promote sexual relationships.
Orally "contracepted" sex is
not safe sex, and for the vast
majority of people it is a license
to be promiscuous and irresponsible.
People want pleasure
(orgasm) without the responsibility (marriage and children)
They want the illusion of a real
relationship (strong emotional
bond without lifelong commitment), instead of the real thing
(strong emotional bond with
lifelong commitment). People
who have made lifelong commitments to each other and

April 16,2007. As the hysteria
settled that day. the bodies
were counted, and prayers
were said. Virginia Tech
became the site of the deadliest school shooting in U.S.
history.
Mmiy teary-eyed onlookers were left with fear ill their
hearts, and a question on their
lips: Why?
()f course, everyone had
their story to tell, Passers-by
described his dress and everyone agreed that he was the
type. Acquaintances described
his social habits and everyone
agreed that he was the type.
And now. new evidence has
been uncovered that Virginia
lech itself had evidence, which
may have suggested beforehand that he was the type.
As reported by a number of
sources, CNN included. SeungI lui Clio, the shooter, had writ
ten a number of graphic works
in some of his I jiglish classes
As many as nvo of Cho's
plays an-available, with some
creative searching-oil the
Internet surprisingly containing little more than dialogue
It is from these, and a recollection of Clio's social behavior
that Hags wen' raised, and
Cho's F.nglish professors stiggBSted thai the student be
sequestered lest he become a
risk to himself and others.
And he eventually materialized that risk.
It is the collection of resources and the formation of the
opinion that 1 wish to address
here. Firmly, I believe that this
is yet another instance of the
security scare that has swept
the nation since 2001.
Many have already condemned faculty at Virginia
lech for not acting appropriately regarcling this student,
but the entire situation is probably best described as 20/20
hindsight What sometimes
may seem as an obscure warn
ing sign can end up biting
someone in the mar end if
something bad happens. The
reality is that situations like this
shooting an' often far too complex to sift through and weigh
every single iota of information
to find the 'warning signs.'
Yet, the works of literature
produced by Cho. at least
those available online, do not
immediately suggest to me
that he was capable of such an
atrocity. At least not extraordinarily capable.
Indeed, the corpus of Cho's
work that has been flagged by
one of his classmates as being
"macabre," and "something
out of a nightmare" strike
me as being atypical siniations and very dialogue heavy.
Again, these are reflections
from Cho's work that is available online, but I can't imagine

See LETTERS | Page 6

See CHAD | Page 6

Thus, in Bowling Green,
I )irecTV is the only carrier of
the Big Ten Network. Those
without it are stuck listening to
the radio.
Students al the University
of Minnesota arc effected by
this as well. The University of
Minnisota's Web page tells students to contact a local cable
provider in order to gel cable

service in their dorms. The
problem is that the only cable
provider they list is Comcast,
one of the cable providers
without the BigTen Network.

Students paying tuition to fund
the university's sports teams
can't even watch their school's
games in their dorms.
This brings me to another

example of this organization's
lack of common sense. The
Big fen Network's president,

Mark SUverman, is surprised
that their widespread unavailability is an issue to the public.
An Al' article in the B(i News
last week queues SUverman
in response to the HigTen
Network hold-out.
"What I did not foresee was
how public this would become.
In my experience, cable com
panics negotiate very tough.
1 did not expect this to be any
different. But it is the public
See NICK | Page 6

LETTERST0 THE EDITOR
Take more steps than OCs
for safer sex

k
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR are
to be fewer than 500 words These
are usually in response to a current
issue on the University's campus or
the Bowling Green area.
GUEST COLUMNS are longer
pieces between 400 and 500 words
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to a current issue on the University's
campus or the Bowling Green area.
The maximum number o( submissions for columns is two per month
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and Guest Columns are printed
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permits Additional Letters to the
Editor or Guest Columns may be
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printed.
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reflect the view ol Th« BG News
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CHURCH
DIRECTORY
We invite you to worship
with us and look forward to
meetingyou soon!

Welcome Students
Faculty

_

f

SUNDAY

Rev. Dr. Michael Malanga
Senior Pastor

P_

T

I

Fall Worship - 10:45 a.m.

Church

FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH

Real Cod...
Real People.

1165 Haskins Road
email: office@bgcovenant.org

Sunday School - 9:30 a.m.
Summer Worship - 10:00 a.m.

Howling Green

Covenant

SERVICE
10:00 A.M.

I

Worship With Us

419.352.8483
www.bgcovenant.org

(Disciples of Christ)
Haskins at Poe Road. Bowling Green
419-354-3989

www.wcnet.ors/wfccbg

St. Aloysius

& Catholic Church
i

First United Methodist Church

We're on the corner of Summit & dough St.

\i

xco

(419)352-4195
WEEKEND MASSES
SAT: 5:30pm SUN: 8, 10, and 12 NOON

FAIL WORSHIP
(Beginning Sept. 9)

MAt* Welcome,..

900 Contemporary Service
10:00 Sunday School (all ages)
11.00 Traditional Service

«■

Please join us at:
1526 East Wooster St.
Bowling Green, OH 43402
419-353-0682
www.fumcbgo.org

PEACE LUTHERAN

ip«»wCn.t.org
www.furningpointbg.org
Pastor larry Whotley

Sundays
10A.M. Discipleship Hour
11 A.M. Worship Celebration

Wednesdays
7P.M. Bible Sludy
(children welcome)

N.

MAIN

Bible Study

S1REE1

BG

•

419

373

0144

Monthly home-cooked meals

Otfew, JM*^ tU \N**l/
sunday worship - 10:15 a.m.
1161 napoleon road
419.352.3623
pffice@bgalliance.org

1028 PEARL ST.

4<

I ST. THOMAS

1M0RE

BOWLING GREEN.OHIO

4 19-352 0241
WWW PEACECHURCHBG.ORG

CREATING
CHRIST-CONNECTED
COMMUNITY
SUMMER WORSHIP SCHEDULE
ONE SERVICE AT 10 A.M.
REGULAR SCHEDULE RETURNS
SEPTEMBER 9TH:
9:30 A.M. LOOSELY TRAOITIONAL
I 1:00 A.M. CASUAL
WHG» WILCOUE HERE- EVERYONE'

Casual service Saturdays at 5 p.m.

LOCATED INSIDE THE WOODLAND MALL
1234

Rev. Dale Schaefer
www.stmarkslutheranbg.org
35 South College
Bowling Green
(419)353-9305

Traditional services held each Sunday
morning at 8:30 and 11 a.m.
Contemporary service at 11 a.m.

Mondays
7P.M. Women's Bible Study

CHURCH

ilk

EXPLORE YOUR PAITII
WHERE YOU 11
BE ONE OF THE FAMILY

St. Mark's
Lutheran Church

SUMMER WORSHIP
10.00 am (Through Sept. 2)

WEDNESDAY EVENIN6
(Beginning Sept. 19'")
5:30 Dinner
"
6:30 Classes

MAKE YOURSELF
AT HOME

how liny green alliance church

WWW.STT0MS.COM

MASS TIMES:
/SATURDAY
SIINDfl

Monday
I Tuasday
I Wadiasday
LThursday
^ r>ldlau
Friday

5:00 PM

5:00 PM
9:00 PM
7:00 PM
5:15 PM
8:00 PM'
5:15 PM"
TOR
TBfl

HOT OBIIHC BGSII Bit EARS 0" SUMMl*

425 THURSTIN AVENUE

(419)352-7555

St. John's Episcopal
Church
WELCOMES YOU!

On the corner of Mercer &
Wooster, across from the
Harshman Quad
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From Page 4

Follow your faith, but don't push it
on me, says new columnist David
Busch.

tat Us work could be much
more gruesome than things I'vr
Km in other media
1 he collective works of Edgar
Allan Poe are the epitome of
macabre, and what I've seen i it
the "Saw" trilogy makes me ques
lion whether situations more
violent can even be envisioned
by human beings,
The name of die game is cen
sorship, and its rules are spread
out unevenly. What ma) be
considered a classic in the eyes
of millions, may resemble por
nography to others, to the same
time, a piece of pot nography
may eventually strike millions as
a i lassie.
What would Poe's English
teacher have thought ifhevturned
in "The Tell-tale Heart" for an
assignment? Would Ambon)
Burgess's English teacher think
him capable of rape simply
because "A Clockwork (Irange"
contains a rape sceni'V
If the authors ol these books
had been flagged and dealt with,
we all would have lost some
thing, whatever thai something
maybe. Whether inspiration, a
new way of thinking, oi simply
in entertaining story, the value
i if those works listed above and
i housands other are immeasurable
No, I do not find the ac lions ot

Virginia Tech's English faculty at
all laudable.

betraying a student's work,
macabre or not, betrays the
entire endeavor of literature
appn elation. It does little more
than to Inflict a censor on some
one looking to Improve his or her
English skills. And such a censor
stymies one's ability to create.
Parents, teachers, while you
may fear for your children's
physical safety, I fear for their
intellectual safety.
Sendconimetusaboutthis
coki/rmlothenews@1)giieus.com

LETTERS
From Page 4
have proven it by marital vows
are the only people we ran talk

From Page 4

Jeff Smith sizes up the best
organizations at Campus Fest.
A column by Tony Regalado.

JASON
From Page 4
lems didn't exist in the slate thai
they da Imagine that on Ian. 20,
2001, Al I lore was sworn in as
the 43rd president of the I rnited
States.
Envisioned in this world is a
yearly rate of about 500 deaths
related to incidents involving
li rearms.
In this world (lore has
implemented a zero tolerance
gun control policy where first
time offenders get somewhere
between 50years to life in prison, and no one with so much
as a misdemcanoi has the right
to own firearms. I he new law

saves 25,500 lives each year
and prevents roughly (iO.(XX)
injuries,
With this policy, three state

troopers in Mew York aren't shot
and killed last year in what they
believed to be routine traffic
stops. Denver Broncos wide
receiver lavon Walker doesn't
witness friend and teammate
Darren) Williams die In his arms
alter he was shot in the street.
i\m\ a married couple with two
young children aren't pulled
over, shot and killed in a Florida
dntg deal's collateral damage.
(ilobal warming is less of a
threat. While it is still real and
dangerous, America is the world
leader in environmental safety.
With everyone driving hybrid
cars and recycling as it it were a
religion, the quality of our oxygen is Increased, and the threat
ol swimming on San Francisco's
(ioklen (iate is no longer an

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

"One would have
to be living under a
rock or in the Bush
White House to not
know about [global
warming]."
issue.
lii cap it off, Americans now
have a universal I lealth (are
program where anyone who
has a pulse can afford medicine.
47 million people don't just
become mine healthy, more ate
also able to enjoy the fantastic
world they now live in.
Now bring yourself back to
reality where someone you
know has a realistic chance of
being injured or killed in an
incident involving firearms,
where your neighbors or maybe
even you yourself can't afford to
pay for health insurance, and
where San Francisco and Miami
are still on pace to be aquariums in UK) years.
Embrace (ieorge W. Bush as
the leader of this country and all
the pain that goes with it.
Work hard or stay sick,
prepare an apology for your
grandchildren, and know that
walking the streets can be high
risk activity.
So live with it. and from time
to time, dream of what might
have been.

face of it that is a surprise. It's
been particularly contentious."
Why would this be a public
issue?
Ohio State University's financial statements from 2006 mention that they received 11% of
their funding, or S44.8 million,
from the state of Ohio. Perhaps
part of the controversy is that
Ohio tax payers are helping
fund the Ohio State University
but many are now unable to
watch their games on TV.
Leaving fans, tax payers, and
students in the dark proves that
the Big Ten Network is not in
place to do anyone a favor like
they claim on their Web site.
A clue to the real reason for
the Big Ten Network can be
found in a USAToday.com article from luly, 2007. In response

to the possibility of adding a
team and introducing a post
season playoff to the Big Ten.
our buddy Mark Silverman
revealed the real reason behind
the Big Ten Network.
Silverman says, "Any television executive would do whatever they could to be able to air
a game like the Big Ten championship. It would be worth a
considerable amount of value."
Apparently it's all about the
Benjamins.
A not her a rt iclc from
USAToday.com reported in
lanuary, 2007 that last year
Michigan received S85.5 million in revenue from their
sports programs. Ohio State
received $104.7 million. That is
from sports alone.
According to Ohio State
University's financial statements from 2006, the school
brought in $408 million in total
revenue.
According to the CIA World

I act hoi ik. that is more money
than the whole country of
Greenland gets for their yearly
exports.
Time for another sample
of middle school grammar
mistakes from the Big Ten
Network's Web site.
In response to the question
of whether the Big Ten Network
is being greedy, the Web page
reads.'AII fees and any other
revenues from this venture
will be shared equally among
all II Big Ten institutions and
the conference office... For
example, some schools using
the money to Finance more
scholarships, while others are
building much-needed new
facilities."
Are they being greedy? In a
word, yes.

Send comments about this
column to tlieiieii'sGtiigneivs.com.

MCT

Send comments about this
Column to lhciu'ws(."li^iu'u\anii.

about having safe sex.
If you want safe sex. gel married.
—David Ordorica
Campus Minister, St Thomas
More University Parish

FIND OUT WHAT BGNEWS.COM HAS TO OFFER YOU!
TOP MEWS STORIES
The site ts updated daily with
stoiies from the paper and online
extras

MOCK TRIAL
Informational Meeting
Tuesday, September 11 @ 8:00pm
1104OffenhauerWest

Open to Students of ALL Class Rankings and Majors

fo%a> (Join ttt<e< ffloc£ J^Mftam!
• Our learn has qualified lor a National Tournament each year
• Our team is Ranked in the Top 30 teams out of more than 75(1 naiionvi ido
• Get personal coaching in public speaking, critical thinking. & acting
• We have had 3 Mock Trial All-Americans in the last 4 years
• We have defeated Ivy League Schools like Harvard
• Bin hi Mini resume oi (iel a jump on I aw School

For more Information:
• vtww.hKMi.edu colleges as niocktriiil
• Email Coach Dr. Browne.
nhrinMi2(V( hgsu.edii

smary@bgsu.edu

BL0GGING
Browse through our Pulse,
food and technology blogs
daily for updates

VOICE YOUR OPINION
Check out and vote in our
weekly polls, or send us a letter
to the editor

MOVIES AND MUSIC
Each week. The Pulse tells you
where to find the best new
releases

THE PULSE
Better your
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WEEKEND PUNS
LOCAL

Sunday Matinees

BGSU's Gish Film Theater

hosts Sadko at 3 p.m. Dr.
Jan Wahl will provide

commentary about the
film. This event is free.

Robbie FuNcsat Black
Swamp Arts Festival
Songwriter Robbie Fulks
is on the road in support
of his latest release called
Revenge! He will be

Your guide to
working out at

the Rec

performing tonight at the

biceps

Black Swamp Arts Festival
By All-.-,., O Ncill

on Wooster and Prospect

Reporter

Streets.

College is full of new challenges — getting homework done, getting to class on time or finding
time to sleep and remembering to call home.
One thing that shouldn't be a challenge, however, is achieving the best workout for your body.
That is where the Student Recreation Center
comes in.
ProShop and facilities graduate assistant
Patrick Edwards said students spend a lot of time
worrying and the recreation center is a healthy
outlet for them.
People work, and people have leisure time.
This is where they come to do what they
enjoy and get away from that work
environment," Edwards said.
The SRC offers a wide variety

TOLEDO AREA
The Big Feed
Come to the Toledo Zoo
on Saturday to see some

of ways to keep in shape. So

of your favorite Zoo

many ways in fact that it can
be a little overwhelming.
Have no fear, here is your
complete guide to the Rec
Center and all of its many
facets.
With one swipe of a student I.D., the possibilities
of a good workout are
endless.
Turn to the right and
vou will see numerous

animals pig out on food.
The event takes place
from 10:30 a.m. to 3:30
p.m. Some of the animals
being fed include sharks,
penguins, birds and crocodiles.

ELSEWHERE
The Lillian Gish
Festival
The festival includes the
showing of five Gish films,
three with live musical
accompaniment, lectures
and discussions. The
festival takes place Sept
5-8 in Gish's hometown of
Springfield, Ohio.

Toledo Symphony
Concert at Perry s
Monument

S'Makin
S'mores
As the nights grow colder,
campfire season is upon us,
and the only thing that completes a bonfire more than an
acoustic guitar and kumbaya
are some roasted mallows.
When I was a child I used to
make s'mores for my grandpa.
I le would always request a
golden brown mallow. Since
it is the hardest to prepare, I
consider it the medium-rare of
s'mores. I would try my hardest
to keep the mallow at a constant roast, being careful not to
ignite my mallow or bounce it
off the embers.
I have seen many flaming
mallows go airborne during
careless attempts of extinguishing the flames by shaking
the stick violently,
Hut besides being a childhood memory and a campfire
ritual, s'mores are as tasty
as they are fun lo make, but
the smote should never be
restricted to a graham cracker
and Hershey's chocolate
square.
There are s'many more ways
to prepare a s'more.
The mallow and the graham
are pretty standard. Grahams
do come in different flavors,
honey, cinnamon and chocolate, but I believe the overall
flavor of the s'more is vested in
the choice of chocolate.
White chocolate with chocolate chips, Mr. Goodbar, chocolate chip cookies, Hershey's
with almonds, and Reese's
Peanut Butter Cups, an- all
great substitutions to the plain
I Icrshey's chocolate bar.
Some may argue it isn't a
s'more without the graham
and chocolate but sometimes
a marshmallow, a stick and a
flame is all that's needed, lust
roast the mallow over the fire
and gently pull off the pull of
roasted mallow skin and enjoy.
There will still be a nice glob
of mallow left on the stick to
repeat the process again and
again.
Although roasting over open
flames is the ideal s'more setting, students residing in the
dorms shouldn't feel left out
The microwave is a quick and
easy s'more roasting machine.
Place the chocolate of choice
and marshmallow on the graham or By shoving the chocolate inside of the mallow for
a gooey chocolate explosion,
and cook it in microwave for
about 15 seconds. Then place
the other graham atop and
enjoy your campfire creation.

The Toledo Symphony
Orchestra with conductor
Chelsea Tipton II will perform Saturday at 6:30 p.m.
in Put-in-Bay, Ohio. The
concert is free.

Donny Osmond at
theRitz
Donny Osmond brings
superstardom to The Ritz
Theatre in Tiffin, Ohio.
Sponsored by the Mercy
Hospital of Tiffin, the
event is SAturday at 7:30
p.m.. Ticket prices range
from$40-J75.

THEY SAID IT
Life is what
happens to you
while you're busy
making other
plansJohn Lennon

Rising country star juggles busy schedule
By Sarah Moor*

Buckeye Country Star.
This weekend, Sterling will
perform her biggest gig yet
The daily life of an average as she opens for one of her
college student is already hard favorite country stars, Mark
to juggle with
Wills, at the
classes, homeWilliams
work, jobs and
County
Fair.
She
social activities,
claims that
but throw being
a
firefighter,
a fair enviEMT and risronment is
ing star into the
fueled by the
mix, and student
many peoChristie Sterling
ple in attendance wantis the result.
Beginning
ing to have
around the age
fun and get
of 12, Sterling
involved.
started perform"I am so
PHOIO PROV1W0 BY CHRISTIE S71RIWG
ing her musical
excited,"
talents in front of COUNTRY: Christie Sterling will be singshe said. "I
her local church ing and performing at 7 prn. on Sunday.
think about
congregation, Sept. 9 at the Williams County fair
it probably
but after a faithevery minful push from her mother to ute of every day. It's nerveenter a local radio station's wracking, because if you mess
contest in 2005, she ended up up, everybody knows it. I don't
performing in front of much think I'll really know what it's
larger audiences as WCKY's like until I'm there. It's going
Assistant Pul»> Editor

\

to be surreal."
Dave Reinhart, the lead guitarist in Sterling's band known
as Custom Blend, is just as
anxious for the concert this
weekend. Considering being
the opening act for Wills an
"honor," he hopes the performance will be an opportunity
to show the crowd that they
can make it big.
Sterling's roommate, Ashley
Brooker, already thinks her
friend of two years has the
personality, as well as the talent, to make an even greater
name for herself down the
road.
"I would like to see her
on CMT ICountry Music
Television)," she said. "I keep
telling her that she's going to
be on there someday. If she
keeps meeting the people that
she is, she'll make it big. I'm
proud to say that I'm friends
with her."
However, Sterling does
not solely place her focus on
music. She is a junior major-

ing in deaf education, and
finding a balance in her hectic life can be a trying task.
She has to prioritize by being
dedicated and knowing what
is important and what is not.
Though music is essential to
her, so is her college degree,
and sometimes she has to give
and take, she said.
When listening to her music,
Sterling hopes her fans will
understand the realistic values placed in the context of
her songs. Some of the pieces
deal with tough issues that
people encounter throughout their lives. The issue of
loss, as mourned in the song
"You're Not Here," is based on
Sterling's personal experiences, but can also be attributed
to other universal topics such
as break-ups.
"I hope that when people listen to my music they know that
someone else went through
what they are going through
now," she said. "Whatever
helps them get through it

is what counts. That's what
music's for."
As he looks toward the
future, Reinhart still sees
Sterling in the spotlight.
"She has a lot of motivation and drive, so I think she's
going to make it pretty big in
the next five years," he said.
"She has a lot of determination."
And as far as where Sterling
envisions herself years from
now, she would rather leave it
as a surprise.
"Last year, I would've
never ever in a million years
believed someone if they said
I was going to be opening up
for Mark Wills," she said. "No
matter what, I will always
be playing whether it be for
myself, church or festivals. It's
an adventure."
Sterling will sing her heart
out this weekend to an audience of about 1,200 people.
The show takes place at 7
p.m. on Sunday, Sept. 9, at the
Williams County Fair.
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punk rock roots toward the modem sound of

BICEPS

techno and electromca

• VIEWS

The fwst single on the CD "Stiff Kittens" show

From Page 7

cases singer Davey Havoks Icmoi vocal range.
It plays like a catchy pop song straight from the
1980s but is modernized by the new age sounds
of synthesizers
Blagk Audio's lyrtcs aw'l i ut and dry The
complexity of the meanings combined with the
melodic techno sound are sure to make for mtei*
esting songs even if its not your taste
■■iectromc keyboard

"The Love i

which adds a classical piano (eel to the afcum
The track beg™ with a solo keyboaid then
Havok and the music enter, immediately grabbmg your attention
The techno be,i:
separate at hist, but after a few listens the songs
isolate themselves into unique, individual tracks
that pull you m the more you listen to tliem
"Between Breams (An XX Perspective; shows a

KALA

lo of front man, Havok. The majority
■ is sung *i a (rpepy whisper giving

WHAT ADOIE CURLIS THINKS:
■■

'

■

■■

(he song a dark, underground feet The standout

;

'

'niBKOn

music and Havoks distinctive voice make this
track the highlight of the album
Havok and Puget have created an album that

nunents.and
■

separates their sound fioni that of their wellknown band AFI Blagk Audio is sure to rise

■

above the instant demise of most side projects
the bwt combines funk up.
r

■

il sound effect, such

and will most definitely be around to create new
and amazing material in tf i'

■

i jasam
tfrygW

inewto
■ how none ol iho songs
II

: to do with a CD

nn includes the hits "Boy;."
f'.imboo Banqa*
■

ths high-energy CD and srt
. ' ■ .;i;)ing my foot and
■ ■ rhythm
.■ ■. ipbeal wbchcjrvesyou
■

.iking you want to
•'...(ual sound she has

, resswe.
■

.

■ DROP DEAD GORGEOUS
■ Grade | D

When a biker logs in to the throughout the week. There
shelves of weights. Many of
the benches are new and all machine the second time, are also trips such as white
of them offer the option to their previous ride comes to water rafting, horseback ridchange the inchne of the back life in the form of a "ghost ing, and hiking available for
of the bench. Changing this rider." This ghost bikes the reasonable prices through
incline will add a new chal- trail with the rider and the the SRC.
With all of these options,
rider must strive to beat the
lenge to any workout.
Moving upstairs, the sec- ghost in order to improve its easy to keep your workout
ond floor Of the SRC hous- their time, speed, and heart- fresh.
McMillan stresses that it is
es the cardio equipment. rate. Another interesting feaNicknamed "Cardio Heaven" ture to these new machines important to change up your
by some of the patrons, the is lhat all the bikes are con- workout routine.
"You should change your
second floor offers a range of nected so that riders can race
workout every six weeks in
machinery to help boost your each other.
Along with the new ellipti- order to challenge your muscardio workoul.
fitness graduate assis- cals and Expresso bikes come cle fibers," McMillan said.
Overall, the SRC is here
tant lacqueline McMillan the ever familiar treadmills
said ellipticals are the new and stair steppers, some of to help. They offer personal
"in" machine when it comes which are new as well. The trainers, body compositions,
to working out and the SRC track is also found on the sec- and blood pressure tests
recently purchased new ones ond floor for t hose who prefer among many other services.
In this way, McMillan said,
in order to keep with the an open area to walk or run.
Also, classes ranging from they are all working toward a
times. The newer ellipticals
bring the knee up closer to spinning to yoga are offered common goal.
the chest, causing the user
to exert more energy and
therefore giving them a more
robust workout.
Other new additions to
"Cardio Heaven" are four
Expresso bikes. These bikes
feature a computer-like
screen in from ofthe machine
that require bikers lo create
a usemame and password.
(Ince a profile is formed, the
biker then chooses from various biking courses through
which they steer their bike
and race other computerized riders. Throughout any
RACHil RAOWANSKI ' IHEBGhinS
course, the biker's speed,
heartrate, and elevation are EXERCISE: The new stationary bikes at the Rec Center have computer screens that will
record your miles and allows you to steer along a virtual track that is shown on the screen.
recorded.

■

"WORSE THAN A FAIRY
TALE"

ilandcatd
bylnti

Halloween remake falls short of origina

WHAT LAURA LEE CARACCKHO
THINKS:

•

)07 Vans Warped

,ou(tg band with the oldest member
bflnr) only 21. recently dropped their second fulllength CD. "Worse than a Fairy late."

By Aaron Hclffcrich
Rev<ewer

The music has a grungy. heavy sound with little

tJJAJQ AUDI

to no catchy guitar nfls Most of the songs
sound lite they are going no where and just drag
on until the next It l I
Every song starts oil the same - with singer
Danny Stillman doing a scream-talk yell noise
often sounds like
hes Hying a slov. death and is gasping for air
1 he fust track. "Red or White Wmc." is a perfect

■ Grade I A

enample of this 1 here are no strong vocals and

CEX CELLS'
WHAT LAURA LEE CARACCiOLO
.and
: rojed Blaqk Audio recently
I ■j,n - Cex Cells.
: j<daway from their

teal and husky
However, the choruses in the backgiound at the
end of the tiack add something different to the
sound which is rare to hear on this CD
"I Want to Master Life and Death" is a breath of
fresh air on the album.

It was labor Day weekend,
which meant it was time for a
I lalloween movie. Yes. that
sentence should sound a little
strange. Once again the masked
psychopath Michael Myers has

returned to the neighborhood of

1 to sing a song

■ BLAOK AUDIO

THINKS:

weights and machines. Don't
panic. This area is designed
to offer different options to
fulfilling a fuD-body workout.
The machines on the first
floor are categorized by rows.
One row includes machines to
work the legs and lower body,
while another row contains
machines to work the arms
and upper body. When working the legs and lower body,
there are many options available, leg presses and extensions are among popular
workouts along with leg curls.
While machines can be used
to achieve these workouts,
there are also free weights
available that can also help
achieve a good workout.
When it comes to the upper
body, there are also many
machines available. Girls, do
not think that weight lifting
is just for the guys.
Facilities graduate assistant Kevin Skr/yniecici said it
is important for girls, as well
as guys to lift weights.
"A lot of girls think that lifting weights will make them
bulky, but lifting weights will
actually help tone t hei r arms,"
Skr/yniecici said.
Along with the machines.
the first floor is also home to
the free weights. On the left
side of the first floor there is
a black mat with benches and

WWWBGNEWSCOM

I laddonfield with a bitter taste
in his mouth. With his unique
vision of terror, musician-turned
director, Rob Zombie, pledged
tu deliver an undated take on a
legendary tale conceived back
in 1978. Therein lies one of the
most common mistakes in the

history of cinema.
When the original horror classic I lalloween was made, director lohn Carpenter did il for a
mere :i(K),000 dollars. It quickly
went from being an unknown
film lo one of the most success
fill low budget films evei made.
lohn Carpenter's Halloween
instilled a fear in audiences with
its skilled and inventive camera
work as well as its proper sense
of what truly creates tension and
terror. Carpenter's Halloween
has always been known for
single-handedly revolutionizing
the horror genre.
I lete enters Rob Zombie.

SIGN A LEASE AND RECEIVE A

$50 VISA GIFT CARD

To update the already perfect
I lalloween, Zombie insisted on
telling a back story lo the infamous masked killer. In the original. it was not knowing what
made Michael Myers tick that
made l he story so frightening. In
Zombie's updated version knowing that Michael had an abusive
step-lather, a stripper mother
and a pel rat named Elvis made
it laughable in places it used to
be scary. Replacing sex scenes
for character development and

gore for scaring an audience also
didn't help the film. Zombie's
I lalloween is nothing more than
a foul-mouthed and distasteful

trailer trash representation of
what used to be a sophisticated

masterpiece,
What was thought lo be an
int.'testing idea turned out lo
he .t disaster It happened when
Cus Van Sant remade Alfred
Hitchcock's Psycho. You don't
remake The Godfather just
like you don't go near Citizen
Kane. Halloween meant a lot
to the horror genre and simply
shouldn't have been changed.
I his should have been obvious after the numerous failed

sequels.
"This reviewer gives the movie
line star out of four.

I SIGN AN AUGUST TO AUGUST LEASE MOVE

I IN TODAY & PAY NO RENT UNTIL AUGUST

UNFURNISHED $299
UNFURNISHED $310
FURNISHED $324
FURNISHED $335
Stop by, take a tour, sign a lease and be entered
to win a 2008 spring break trip worth $500
*tnp otter only valid at the Enclave II

two swimming pools two hot tubs two computer labs game room with two
flat screen TV's, a pool table, a foosball table, and air hockey table Large
fitness center lounge with two pool tables and a flat screen TV
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Big Ten busters? fw

FOOTBALL
Marques Parks
named a MAC
Scholar Athlete
Red-shirt junior Marques
Parks has been named the
MAC Male Scholar Athlete
of the Week (or the week
of September 6. Parks set
career highs in every receiving category as the Falcons
defeated Minnesota, 32-31, in
overtime.

SPORTS BLOG
Live Blogging for
the MSU game
Check out The BG News
Sports Blog this weekend for
live updates all game long
from East Lansing. Visit us at
http://bgnewssports.blogspot.
com

SCHEDULE
TODAY
Men's Soccer: 9 George
Mason; 2 p.m.

iORD»NriowiP.

••••-

...

BATTERING RAM: Chris Bullock barrels into the teeth o( the Minnesota defense Saturday Bullock is part ol a ihiee-headed rushing attack a! BG

Women's Soccer:
i»> Kentucky; 7 p.m.
Volleyball:
i? New Mexico: 7:30 p.m.

TOMORROW
Football:
at Michigan State; Noon
Golf: Purdue Midwest
Shootout 9 West Lafayette.

Ind.: All day
Volleyball:, Gonzaga @
. Mexico; 10 a.m.
vs. Northern Colorado @ New
Mexico: I p.m.

SUNDAY
Men's Soccer:
@ America: 1 pm.
Women's Soccer:
1

'■'.■:, -'ate. 7 p.m.

OUR CALL
1992 - Baseball commissioner
Faye Vincent resigns

Falcons thinking upset for
second week in a row
By Bill Bo-d.wick
Reporter
It was only one game. Yes it was a
thrilling overtime victory over a
Big Ten opponent in Minnesota
at their place to open the season. I lowever, it was only t he fi rst
of 12 games for the Falcons this
season.
Every game matters and the
l-'alcons must put last week's victory behind them because now
they have to do it again this week
as they travel to take on another
Big 10 opponent in Michigan
State.
"We're just excited to get back
on the field," said BG linebacker lohn llaneline. "We want to
show that |the win at Minnesotal
wasn't a fluke, and we want to
show that we can go out and

hang with another team."
Not many people around the
country expected B(i to have
more combined wins (I) than
national powers Michigan. Notre
Dame and Florida — all whom
stumbled out of the gate — but
that is the case after week one.
None of that really matters,
because the Spartans are a team
that put up 55 points and rushed
for 298 yards in their opening
game against UAB and will be
looking to move to 2-0 against
the Falcons on Saturday.
That stat could be especially
troubling for the B(l defense as it
saw Minnesota rush for246yards
and control the ball for most of
the second half en route to scoring 24 straight points before BG
answered with a game-tying
field goal and then went on to

THE SPARTAN
CONNECTION

GAME NOTES
WHEN: 12 pm
WHERE: Spartan Stadium
HEAD TO-HEAD: Michigan
State leads all-time series 1-0.
The Spartans defeated the
Falcons 10-7m 1981
POWER VS. POWER: The
Spartans gamed 594 yards in
week one while the Falcons
gained 512. Both rank in the top
20 in the nation in total offense.
RUSHING WOES: The
Falcons gave up 246 yards last
week while the Spartans gained
295.
win in overtime.
The Spartans boast a two
headed rushing monster in Jehtiu
Catllcrick and lavon Hinger that
combined to rush for 173 yards
and four touchdowns against
the Blazers. A.), limmerson also
pitched in for 51 yards.
Caukrick expects the BG
See FOOTBALL | Page 10
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GUNSLINGER: Tyler Sheehan will tiy to
continue his early success. He threw for 588
yards and two scores against Minnesota

OLD SCHOOL: Anthony
Turner and Javon Ringer
of MSU both attended
Chammade-Julienne High
School in Dayton and won a
state championship together.
WILDCAT LOVE: John
Haneline also played high
school football with a Spartan.
He was teammates with Brian
Hoyer. MSU s quarterback
at St. Ignatius High School m
Cleveland
As of Monday, the last time the
two had spoken was over the
summer but Haneline told his
old fnend that he'd be ready.
"I told him I'm going to come for
him on a blitz." Haneline said,
laughing.
AN EVEN OLDER FRIEND:
MSU Director of Athletics Ron
Mason coached hockey at BG
from 1973-79. helping to propel
the Falcons into an eventual
national powerhouse. His overall
record was 160-63-6 at BG.

1988 - Guy Lafleur, Tony
Esposito and Brad Park
inducted in NHL Hall of Fame

FALCONS HEAD SOUTHWEST

Unknowns
elping fool
opponents

1988-NY Daily News
reports boxer Mike Tyson is
seeing a psychiatrist
1978 - 1st game of Boston
Massacre. Yanks beat Red
Sox 15-3
1970 - White Sox use record
41 players in doubleheader
and lose both games
1963-Pro Football Hall of
Fame dedicated in Canton,

MARK DUNCAN

■■

IT'S A CELEBRATION: Cleveland Indians Josh Bardeld. left. Travis Hafner. second from
loft. Victor Marline*, center. Grady Sizemore and Casey Blake, right, celebrate a victory

Ohio
1955-Yankees Whitey Ford
is 5th to throw consecutive

Tribe rolls on through
magical season

1-hitters, beats As

The List
The BG News presents the
top five BG sports stories of
the weekend.

By Tom Withers
The Associated Press

1. Football: Can they
knock off another Big Ten
bruiser?

2. Men's Soccer: Will
their good start continue?

3. Volleyball: To the
desert they go.

4. Women's Soccer:
Their coach did pick'em with
us. instant karma.
5. Men's Golf Kicks of
its season at Purdue.

JORDAN FLOWER

IHfcW.MfWS

SPICING UP THEIR SEASON: After a successful trip to California the Falcons have an
imrpoved record of 4-3 This weekend they'll travel lo New Mexico where they'll face the
University of New Mexico, Gonzaga and Northern Colorado The Falcons will then return fc* a
home tournament Conference play begins Sept 20 against Miami.

Cl.HVF.IJVND — They opened
the season in snow piled up to
their stirrups following a freakish storm. Five months later, as
summer's final days dwindle,
the Cleveland Indians stand
alone atop the AI. Central.
And in the on-deck circle for
the playoffs.
With an unmatched starting
rotation and a lineup stocked
with young players mostly
unknown outside Ohio's borders, the Indians, drawing on
painful lessons learned in a lateseason collapse two Septembers

ago, are on the verge of securing
their first division championship
since 2001.
lust as C.C. Sabathia predicted.
A few weeks ago, with the
Indians tangled in the throes of
a second-half slump that threatened to destroy their promising 2007. the club's All-Star lefthander and Cy Young hopeful,
made a bold prediction.
"We're going to win this division," Sabathia said unflinchingly.
The big man — and his teammates — have backed up his big
SeeTRIBEIPaqelO

For the second straight wreek.
the Falcons "ill head into hostile territory to face a Big Ten
opponent.
For the second straight week,
they're double-digit underdogs.
If I was a betting man I'd be
loving the Falcons right about
now.
It's always a great thing when
your team has talent that no
one knows about, and the
Falcons will more than likely
continue lo take advantage of
that. Teams will go after their
secondary, not knowing that
they are really fast and talented. Teams will base their
gameplan on things that they
think arc weak.
Minnesota blitzed the heck
out of the Falcons last week,
and they sent five receivers out
and got down the field in four
plays on each of their first two
drives.
They probably thought that
See FALCONS | Page 10
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FOOTBALL
From Page 9
defense i<> pay more attention to
him and Ringer after the game
thai I he two ot IIHMD pul lordlier
in the season opener.
"|BG| beat a good Minnesota
tram." (auli rii k said on the MSI)
Well site. They're Oiled with a
lot of heart and passion. They're
going to bring the same thing hero.
We're just going to have to play
our game and play poised to stop
them."
Hie HI i defense can expect a lull
helping ol Caulcrick and Ringer
( HI Saturday after allowing running
hack \mirPinnix and quarterback
\dam Weber to rush lor a combined 240 yards and two touchdowns.
BG roach Gregg Brandon
knows oi the physical nature of
tin' Spartan running hacks as well
as the offensive line and hopes the
I .ilcons can match the Spartans.
I he) Ye got a couple of backs
with Ringer and Caulcrick, who is
255 pounds." Brandon said. I heir
offensive line averages 313 a man
and is 1,565 pounds across the
hoard and they'll all he geeked
up because they got a big win, so
i hey 're going to think that they're
going to have to play lights oui to
heat Bowling Green."
While the Falcon defense may
lie having nightmares about how
in stop Caulcrick and Ringer, the
nl tense comes into I his game led
ing pretty good about themselves
alter the win over the Golden

Gophers.
Quarterback Tyler Shechan was
named MAC Player of the Week
alter throwing for 38B yards and
two touchdowns. Sheehan also

FALCONS

board. The Spartans defense does
not feature a guy named Liinidas
at linebacker. I hey've been historically bad, especially their
secondary, Two words: Braylon
Edwards (I'm covering my head
as Appalachian State remarks
bounce off the page).
'Hie big thing to worry about
loiiKiirovv is the rush defense.

THE BG NEWS PICKS OF THE WEEK

"Play within yourself,
play within the

This weeks guesl knows a
little more about the kind
ol football played more
frequently across the pond.
Nonetheless we allowed
him to participate Hes all
about free advertising folks!
Thanks to England-native
Andy Richards for joining us
this week

system and do things
that way. Don't put
that "S" on your
chest."

COLIN WILSON
Spoils Editot

BRIAN SZABELSKI
Web Editor

CHRIS V0L0SCHUK

Assistanl Sports Editot

ANDY RICHARDS
BG Women's Soccer Coach

BG Coach
Gnat lumiiq game against a defense
that got worn cut last week.l want to
ped BG cuz I thhk theyll pul it out
but II try to sakage my record
Michigan State 41. BG 54

Bowling Green

caught a touchdown pass front
Ill,union
was
impressed
with Sheehan's game management skills against the (iolden

Michigan Slate -18
Virginia Tech

Gophers.
"He did a great job managing
the game." Brandon said. "That's
what we talk about with our quarterbacks all the time. Play within
yourself, play within the svsicin
and do things that way. Don't put
that "S" on your chest."
Sheehan did just that in guiding the Falcons to victory. He was
cool, calm and collected in leading t he I a Icons down t he field for
a game-tying field goal and even

at Louisiana State
LSU-ll
Kent State
at Kentucky
Kentucky 13

Oregon
at Michigan

more so on the perfectly executed
two point conversion play on the

Michigan -7

final play of the game.
Michigan State coach Mark
Dantonio is expecting a battle
from the new and improved
BG team - the team that beat
Minnesota and not the team the
struggled to only four victories
last season.
\\ hen you play in the Big
Ten and a MAC team comes in,
you're going to get their best
shot," Dantonio said. The minute a Mid-American Confrence
school conies in. you'll get their
best shot."

~z-mi
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BIG BOY: Jehuu Caulcrick will aitempt to
sieamioll the Falcons this Saturday
[he Falcons were worn out last
week by a tandem. It was a quarterback-running back tandem,
but I think when lavon Ringer
and lehuu Caulcrick are lined up
next to each other, it will be even
harder to stop
Compare it to a cement Buck
and a lord Mustang driving next
to one another, which would you
rather put your Kawasaki Ninja in

After last week I can't realy pek against
the Falcons again-except lor this
game BG wlmake a real good shewmg tut rjie Spartans wil be too much
Michigan State 28. BG 21

SB reasons why I was wrong last week

Because I ddn'tthnk the BG offense
wouUdcksoqiicklytrBseason fm
not goixj to make that mistake again
Scrry I doubted you Tyler Sheehan
BG 33. Michigan State 27
It may be insensitive to make a
VA Tech only scored 17 ports aganst a Because their defense showed
witty remark about this football
team they were supposed to be much lots of potential, coming through
game That took all the fun out of better than I expect LSU to lake care of when it counted If they play
defense like they did in the first
the prediction .maybe next year. business at home
half, they're going to be scary.
LSU 27. Virginia Tech 10
LSU 17. Virginia Tech 14
LSU 27. Virginia Tech IS
Because this team is at least as
The Flashes continue to schedule I think Kent should be plenty
good as the 2003 team that beat
BCS schools that won't ever
good enough to take this game
Purdue and Northwestern It just
appear in a BCS bowl
on the road
took me a game to wise up to
Kentucky 23. Kent State 14 Kent State 24. Kentucky 14 that notion
Kentucky 25. Kent State 21

at Michigan State

wide receiver Corey Partridge.

From Page 9
fyler Sheehan would buckle
under pressure. They may have
expected die falcons to run the
hall. Whatever the case, IK; was
effective because their opponeni
hail no (luc what was coming.
When Anthony Turner came
in. the (iophers knew he would
nin. hut he has the tools to throw
the hall clow illicit! a> well.
So they guarded all of the
receivers in the spread offense
and Turner cruised for a hig gain
almost even lime he got the calL
Credit the offensive line lor
making ail of that possible, hut
credit the offensive weapons for
nulling through when they were
supposed to.
There is no question thai the
offense will put points on the

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

Miami
at Minnesota
Minnesota -9
TCU

I don't Ike Midigan and it would be
hfenous i they lost two in a row but
ihey won't

The Gopheis just realized they
can't mn a spiead offense with
Strong! recruits. Therefore they
will run the ball SO times.
Minnesota 21. Miami 10

I r)*i Man can make a game out
of it However, the Gophers shodd be
pretty bitter after losing ther home
opener »iOT
Minnesota 28. Miami 17

Two animals with horns. III take
the butcher's word for it

both teams are tough defensively, hut
I Ihnk the Longfoms wl score the bal
much better

Texas 24. TCU 13

Texas 31, TCU 10

TCU 23. Texas 21

33

5-1

4-2

at Texas
Texas -9
Overall record

Because Gregg Brandon going for the
win in 0T. along with other great cab
during the game, restored my faith in
hs coachng abilities It's Be last year's
4-8 season never happened
Oregon 35. Michigan 24
Because Enc Ransom, Freddy Barnes
and Corey Partridge are BG's equrvalent of Calvin Johnson Roy Wiliams
and Mike Furrey But with a better
QB than Detroit
Miami 26. Minnesota 21
Because that stupid spread punt
formation is gone

Honestly, if the Wolverines lose
this game I really will stop watching them until LLLLLoyd Carr is
no longer their coach.
Michigan 31. Oregon 24

Michigan 35. Oregon 24

TRIBE

front of?
The Noons defense is quick to
the ball. But they may not have
the kind of power they need to
take down such big rushers over
and over, especially in one-onone situations.
Another aspect that makes it
so tough for the defense is how
quickly the offense gets down the
field on every drive. The defense
gels a small amount of time to
test By the time the fourth quarter rolls around, the defense can
lie quite winded.
They'll deny such a claim.
Anyone would, liut its not easy
to he on the field for two-thirds
Of the second half like the liilcon
defense was last week.
Gregg Hi.nidi in said that
missed assignments were more
to blame on the defense's rocky
second half, but there's no vvav the
Falcons were as full of energy as
they were in the first half.
If the l-'alcons can establish the
rush defense as quickly as they
did last week, forcing a passing
game that isn't quite perfected yet,
it could be a similar outcome to
last week.
But if they allow the Spartans
to pound the ball Into the secondary every play, it will be a
long day for the defense because
they'll be on the field for a good
chunk of the game.

Twins and (Tiicago White Sox in

their dust
Trouble is, no one seems to
have noticed Cleveland's climb.
The Indians have been baseball's hottest team for weeks, yet
the club has received minimal
national attention. Ihey know
that will come.
"I think that happens when
yourtcam hasn't been in the playoffs.' third baseman Casey Blake
said. "People know the players on
teams that gel in the postseason.
There are a lot of good players in
thisclubhouse. I lopefully.people
will have a chance to get to know
them better."
Cleveland opened this trip by
beat i ng Twins ace Mian Santana
for (he fifth time this season. It's
the first time a team lias gone
5-0 against a reigning Cy Young
Award winner since the award
was instituted in 1956.
"Those guys over there —
they're playing good baseball,"
said Santana, who is 14-6 against
everyone else. "They're comfortable. They have a lot of confidence, and that's how you win
games. Ihey have improved a
lot. You see those guys out there.
They're hungry. They want to
win."
The Indians haven't won the
World Series since 1948. a 58year drought eclipsed only by the

From Page 9
talk.
The Indians have a magic

number, and this time they don't
expect it to go. pool'
Cleveland 181-581 entered last
night's game against the I OS
Angeles Angels — Game 4 of
a 10-game road trip — with a
seven-game lead over the second place Detroit Tigers. With
only LM games left, the Indians,
who have gone lli-4 since Aug.
15, would have to Hop monumentally lo miss the postseason for a

sixth consecutive season.
That would seem about as likely as having four straight home
games postponed by a spring
blizzard, which is what happened
to the Indians in April, so they're
not taking anything for granted.
"We've got a lead and that feels
good, but we must recognize that
we have not won anything yet,"
slid Paul Byrd. the club's No. 4
starter. "Two months ago, we had

a three-game lead and It was gone
in three days. Hopefully, we've
learned something from that."
In the past few weeks, the
Indians have run away with
baseball's toughest division.
By winning 11 of their last 12.
they've left the Tigers. Minnesota

1045 N. Main 7 B

Jgj
Management Inc.

Bowling Green, Ohio
419-353-5800
www.meccabg.com

Apartments • Houses • Storage Units
toe ON TODAY TO:
View our Listings of photos, map of locations, paperwork
and other info to make your search easier.
Stop by or call office for update on openings.

2008/2009 Listings coming soon!
Will start renting for 2008/2009 in November

www.meccabg.com

Another wil for the Feisty falcons
Coach Brandon wl once again make
us proud with a victory over the
Spartans
BG 24. Michigan State 17
LSU to domrete n a drubbing BGSU
womens soccer had its bqgest ever wn
ewrYoutjstOrvn State in 2001 The
dial score 10-1 to the Falcons
LSU 27. Virginia Tech 10
CijtMfa was croavdiiteei assistant
coach for the Kent State Goben flashes
Hersmyparscrai hero! Two average
teams wl be rJ-nl h Lexngtm Trats a
soccer score you know
Kent State O.KentudryO
Never being one to Duck the issue
I pA the Oregprwns to wit At
least there wl be no upset for the
VWvemesthrsweek!
Oregon 28. Michigan 21
Mam to wh Minnesota misery magni
fed bf Miarri My that is nifcple ms!

Miami 24. Minnesota 14
TCU wl k?ave Texas hopping mad after
a beating Al the <s may toe n Texas
but there are three os n fowlng Green
Oho Nwt womens soccer home
game rs Sept 14th at S pm
TCU 28. Texas 7
6 0-cumulative

Chicago Cubs' 98-year wait. But
t h is (Tevcland club, wil h a si rung
starting staff of Sabathia, lauslo
Carmona, lake Westbrook and
Byrd, could lie extremely dangerous in October.
Sabathia. who was a rookie the
last time the Indians made the
postseason, leads ihc \l in wins
(Mil and innings pitched (211).
I le's second in complete games
13) and fourth in strikeouts 1182).
If the Indians had hit heller for
him in a few recent starts, the 27year old would almost certainly
be a 20-game winner — some
thing the Indians haven't had
since Gavlord Perry went 21-13
in 1974.
Carmona lias been nearly as
good. I lis brief tryout as a closer
last season was a disaster, but
the right-hander, whose nastiest pitch is a drop-olT-the-table
sinker, has become a dependable
No. 2 starter.
Not
since the powerful
Cleveland teams of the 1950s
with Bob teller, Bob lemon,
luirly Wynn and others, have the
Indians had such a 1-2 pitching
punch.
With his offense stuck in a
prolonged slump last month,
manager Eric Wedge benched
second baseman Josh Barfield
and replaced him with rookie
Asdrubal Cabrera. Since the
switch — on Aug. 15 — the
Indians have been the majors'
best team.
Two years ago. Cleveland was
poised for a playoff run.
With a week remaining in the
05 season, the Indians trailed
the first-place White Sox by just
1 1/2 games and led Boston in
the wild-card race. But a 1-6
final week sealed Cleveland's
fate, and the hangover from the
collapse continued last season
when the Indians went a disappointing 78-84.
They don't plan a repeat performance.
"I hope that helps us now."
Blake said. "I think it should. We
had never been through it before
and I think it showed. We have
that experience now and I think
we'll handle it better."
So far, they've handled everything else.

Goodwill will remain open through our

FALCON
FACTS

remodeling with a temporary Outlet store!
We're just 50 yards down the sidewalk from our
current location on 1058 N. Main Street.

-'««.

Well have more than 2,000 square feet of

1000'S OF TIRES IN STOCK AND SALE PRICED!

I«

TIRES

bedding, furniture, housewares and some apparel.
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NOW OPEN!
Hours Open: 9:00 a.m. - 8:00 p.m. Mon. - Sat.
Noon - 5:00 p.m. Sunday
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The Goodwill Outlet Store wilt remain open until
the grand reopening of our huge new BG store
and donation center in October

l! 0***'

4 Tires II

xssm&msumcimiist

I Central 8 King 3115 King Rd
iHufflM
532«rasAve
IPtrrYsburg 25998 N OK rt«y
IWoodvit
3725VWstonRd
ISytvma
5832M«roeSt

419-842-8473
419493-7242
119-873-0911
419498-1863
419482-8984

Fremont
Wet! Toledo
NodhTowTW
South Toledo
FnntllnP«rt

1925 W SOU St
2779 W Central
222WAIMS
750 S Heyro*
5022 Monroe St

419-332-3261
419-479-7010
419476-7121
419-535-3033
419-475-4671

Hotafld
Track* F»rm
Booting Grwn
Honnx. Htchlgjn

7171 Orchard Cntr
S32ltrotsAve
999 S Main SI
1986 N Telegrapri

419-861-191911
419491-79731
419-352-578811
80M966009|

VISIT US ON IHf WhB a th«Hr»min cor

Famous Falcons...
Tim Conway,'56
Eva Marie Saint,'46
Shantanu Narayen,'86
Jeffery Shore,'75
DaveWottle,73
Bernie Casey,'61
Arnold Rampersad,'67
Marcy Nighswander,'73
NateThurman,'63
Steve Hartman,'85
Betty D. Montgomery,'70
and many more!

NATION
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in Trenton. N.J.. Thursday. Sept 6,2007. where he was charged in a federal corruption probe. (AP Photo/Mike Derer)

Corruption in the Garden State
The Associated Press

TRENTON, NJ. — FBI agenls
arrested II public officials in
towns across New Jersey yesterday on charges of taking bribes
in exchange for influencing the
awarding of public contracts, the
U.S. Attorney's Office said.
Two of those arrested are
state lawmakers, two are mayors, three are city councilmen
and several served on the school
board in Pleasantville, where the
scandal began.
All II, plus a private individual, are accused of taking cash
payments of $1,500 to $17,500 to
influence who received public
contracts, according to criminal
complaints.
"Today we witnessed another example of the disease that
affects the state of New Jersey;
the disease of public corruption
that spread like wildfire from
south to north," said Christopher
J. Christie, the U.S. Attorney for
New Jersey.
All 12 suspects, wearing handcuffs and leg shackles, made initial court appearances yesterday
afternoon. The charges against
them were explained, they were
advised of their rights and a
$200,000 unsecured bond — to
be paid only if they miss a court
appearance — was set for each.
A federal complaint charges
each of the 12 with accepting
payments from companies that
offered insurance and roofing
services to cities and school districts, Drewniak said.
Christie said officials in
I'leasantville "then took federal

"This is another sad day for the people
of New Jersey. Once again, New Jersey's
culture of corruption is national news"
Alex DeCroce | Assembly Minority Leader
law enforcement officials unwittingly on a corruption tour of
New Jersey."
The investigation began last
year with Pleasantville schools,
near Atlantic City, Drewniak
said. The FBI established an
undercover insurance brokerage
company purporting to employ
the government's two cooperating witnesses and undercover
agents.
The probe widened when
Pleasantville school
board
members referred the cooperating witnesses to public officials in northern New Jersey,
Drewniak said.
Democratic
state
Assemblymen Minis llackett |r.
and Alfred F. Steele were arrested, as was Passaic Mayor Samuel
Rivera. Also arrested were Keith
Reid, the duel"of staff to Newark's
City Council president; Passaic
councilmen Jonathan Soto and
Marcellus lackson; two current
Pleasantville school board members, three former board members and a private citizen. One of
the former school board members is now a Pleasantville city
councilman.
"This is another sad day for
the people of New Jersey," said
Assembly Minority leader Alex
DeCroce. "Once again, New
Jersey's culture of corruption is
national news."

Rivera is a former police officer and professional wrestler.
I lacked, 65, is both a legislator
and mayor of Orange, a city of
about 33,000 residents 15 miles
west of New York City. He was
convicted of kidnapping in 1975
and sentenced to 30 years in prison, but was pardoned a year later
when the victim recanted and
Hackett's cousin confessed.
Hackett is accused of accepting $5,000 in bribes, according to
the complaint.
A phone message left at
Hackett's office wasn't immediately returned yesterday. Neither
were messages left at Reid's and
Rivera's offices.
Steele,
an
assemblyman
since 1996 and deputy speaker since 2002, also serves as a
Baptist minister in Paterson.
He's charged with accepting
$1-1,000 in bribes, according
to the complaint. He had been
Passaic County undersheriff but
resigned from the $89.900-peryear post yesterday, said sheriff's spokesman Bill Maer.
Attorneys for Steele and
I lackett both said they expect the
legislators to plead not guilty, but
declined additional comment.
Assembly Speaker Joseph
Roberts Jr., D-Camden. said he
was "absolutely sickened" by
the arrests of the two assembly

members.

Help Wanted
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Personals

Bellydance-VOGA at Radiance mind
body studio. Come get your bliss fix
with our labulous classes Located at
437 S. Main St Rm 3 Call
419-352-0834 or email
LKSbellyblessings@yahoo com for
class schedule

Wanted
Subleaser Needed! Enclave I apt
avail, for sublease. 1 male occup. to
fill vacancy of 4 man apt Furn., $324
mo plus util. Call Kyle 419-206-0985

Help Wanted
'BARTENDING' up to S300/day No
exp. necessary Training provided
Call 800-965-6520 ext 174.
Babysitter wanted-evenings 5:30-9.
M-Th for 3 great girls ages 2-11. Prefer Educ. major or other w exp. Call
Laura at 419-352-0834 Own transp
required.

WSOS Community Action Commission, a community based organization locused on the human service
needs ot the disadvantaged is seeking qualified individuals lor the following positions
Teacher - Bowling Green - T/BG/H
M- Responsible for the operation of a
classroom in a center in compliance
with all policies, procedures, licensing, and funding requirements. Required Bachelor's degree in Early
Childhood Education; one to three
years experience in early childhood
development, up to one year experience working with word processing,
spreadsheet, Internet and database
software Year-round. Full-time.
$11.55mr
Teacher Assistant - Bowling
Green - TA/BG/HM- Responsible for
assisting teachers with the daily operations of a classroom in a center in
compliance with all policies, procedures, licensing and funding requirements. Required high school diploma
or GED and commitment to obtain
CDA within two years of meeting the
professional development program
eligibility requirements, up to
one-year experience in early childhood development; up to one-year
experience with word processing and
Internet software Seasonal, part
time. avg. 25 hrs/wk. $8.15/hr.
Send resume indicating which position applying for by September 21,
2007 to: WSOS CAC.Attn: HR-(indlcate position), PO Box 590, Fremont, OH 43420 Affirmative Action
E mpioyer- M /F/Vet/Di sab.
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1
7
11
14
15
16
17
19
20
21
23
26
28
29
30
32
33
35
37
40
43
45

LeGuin or Andress
Gangster's gal
IL metropolis
Fourteen-line poem
NYC thealncal award
Lady lobster
Grow up!
Ernie ot the PGA
Botanical puffmess
Chowdertiead
January honoree
_ a one (none)
Brimless hat
One from Madnd
Pointed arch
Kind of roast
Use a divining rod
"_ Five-O"
Rude
Woodworking tools
Early mainframe
Wood shaper

46
48
51
52
54
55
56
58
60
61
66
67
68
69
70
71

Against
Increased suddenly
Give permission to
Bring up
Laura or Bruce
Old assents
Be present at
TV sound
Short life?
Grow up!
Letters of debt
Fencer's weapon
Perspicacious
Aardvark tidbit
Ownership document
MGM lion. e.g.
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203 N. Main
Open Weekdays 4P.M.

Denver^
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$5 75 Minimum

See our coupon menu
in the telephone directory or
ask about our SPECIALS!
352-5166 www.pisanellos com

■ Lunch Fri. • Sat. • Sun.

Ballots are for peole, not
man's best friend

AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY
2 or 1 bdrm at 800 Third St.
Call 419-354-9740.

U-Wlr«
DEKALB, III. — One man was
arrested and another faces an
arrest warrant following a peeping incident in Northern Illinois
University residence halls over
Labor Day weekend.
Early
Sunday
morning.
University Police received a
complaint from a woman in
Stevenson South towers that
two men attempted to watch her
shower in the ladies bathroom.
The woman reportedlv noticed
the presence of the two men.

2 bdrm apartments avail immed
Short term possible Pets allowed
419-409-1110

For Rent

854 8th St 1 bdrm.. full kitchen, lots
of parking. $400 mo & elec. No pets
9 & 12 mo lease (419)392-3354

By John Bachmann

Buckeye Studios
Student housing available now
Monthly/semester 8 yr long leases
Fully furnished, includes all utilities
& 25" TV Free wireless internet
Call 419-352-1520
Www.bgckeyemnandstudios.com

GOOD CONDITION
2 stereo speakers 36" S75 apiece
Call 419-352-7872

(S300 incl.util.) Ret teach Share
house w/professor/grad. stdt. Lg.
older BG home. 4 bdrms. 2 w.b.f.p.,
wood lot. out bldgs., Pyml neg Lv
msg 419-241-1200, ext. 1214

Peeping Toms
in the shower

Australian shepherd-terrier
mix, Duncan M. McDonald,
to vote in April 2006 by putting her telephone bill in the
dog's name and using that
as identification when she
mailed the form to election
officials.
She said she did it to protest
a change in the law that she
believed made it too easy for
noncitizenstovote.
In November she wrote
"VOID" across the first ballot
sent to the dog and returned
it with an imageol a paw print
on the signature line.

SEATTLE (AP) — A woman
who faced up to 90 days in
jail for registering her dog to
vote has agreed to a deal that
could remove the charge from
her record.
Jane Balogh. 66. won't be
prosecuted on the charge of
making a false or misleading
statement to a public servant
if she does 10 hours of community service, pays a S250
fine and avoids violating the
law for the next year. District
Judge Mariane Spearman
said Wednesday.
Balogh
registered
her

" Avail now Rooms. S225 mo 4
bdrm. free internet cartyrentals.com
Call 419-353-0325
Ideal for faculty/staff & or sm family
3 bdrm., appl. A/C. WD hook-up No
pets/smoking 419-261-2038
Sm. 1 bdrm.. close to downtown A/C
no pets, quiet. S350 mo. & elec Call
419-352-6230

THE SHOPS AT

FALLEN

TIMBERS

Where:
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Brandywine
Country Club
£904 Salisbury Rd
M«umee. OH 43537

When:
Wednesday.
September 12th

fcfcfcfc

Time:
12 00-8 00pm

• Apparel

2Bdrm.,2FullBath,C/A

i$435

Shuttle stop across the street
$52S/month Full Year Lease

C'H, Peti HWcHtw
OntitaLMndry
Prtvili Bitriitci/rius

• Specialty Stores
• Department Stores

For Rental Information:
Contact Jack at
1-800-829-8638
or Steve at

418-352 7881

EH

fe

(419)352-1150
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• Restaurant

Wrigley's gum.
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PISHN€LLOS

Opportunities within the following categories
including full & part-time positions:

code scanned was

V

V

VOTED BEST PIZZA 15 STRAIGHT YEARS

709 5th Street
APARTMENTS

1 Bedrooms:
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Earn $80O-$3200 a month to drive
brand new cars with ads placed on
them www AdCarCIub.com
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For Sale

C«e Provider/STNA
The Heritage has a reputation for
providing a superior standard of care
to our clients The Heritage is currently looking tor care providers that
can uphold our reputation. Resumes
and Applications currently accepted
Monday through Friday 10am to 3pm
Contact: Misty Dimick. Heritage
Corner Senior Campus. 1069 Klotz
Rd. Bowling Green OH 43402.

i

1

3 bdrm. house & apt on Manville
next to water tower
419-352-5239

Attention Part Time Work, $15 25
base-appt. customer sales/service,
no exp. nee., conditions apply, all
ages 17+, call now 419-865-5150. or
apply on line at

3

1

-

1

Part time wait staff & bartenders
wanted Apply at LaRoe's in Grand
Rapids. OH

Church seeking nursery attendant. 2
hrs. Sun a.m., own transp Send resume to 875 Haskins Rd.or email.
fccadmin@wcnet.org. Attn Claude
Ki l patrick.

-1

I

Child care center now hiring care
givers for days, eves . weekends
Send resume or apply in person 580
Craig Dr., Suite 2. Perrysburg OH
43551. info@kidzwatch.net.
Child care needed Flex schedule, in
our non-smoking Perrysburg home
Reliable transp & ret. req & must
like pets
beth weststa mps @ yahoo. com

Made
Saudi _
Country
Eats
Make lovable
Finished
Trunk artery
Info
Should that be the
case
Born, in Paris
"Over There" cont
Sault . Marie
"And I Love _"

ANSWERS

i1. U

For Rent

to have a bar
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Help Wanted

Did You Know.
The first product

31 .

10
11
12
13
18
22
23
24
25
27
30
31
34
36
38
39
41
42

Ship letters
Decompose
Winter ATV.
-Cat
Dismantle mortise joints
Wanton
Greek goddess
Sovereign
Kimono sash
The Swedish
Nighlingale
On the up-and-up
Grow up!
44
Light gas
46
Foot part
47
Somali supermodel
49
Pat of "Happy Days" 50
African antelope
53
Party to
55
Grow up!
57
Twelve months
59
Pants-maker Strauss
Tango team
62
Gary of "Apollo 13"
63
" _ Lang Syne"
64
EFt hookups
65
Extol
Syngman of Korea
Hardens

Help Wanted

Yoko Japanese Restaurant. Servers,
hostesses needed Apply in person
at 465 W. Dussell Dr Maumee OH
43537.
FRATERNITY COOKS
MONDAY THRU FRIDAY
419-575-6971

JV ^H4U

ACROSS

Several major officials were arrested yesterday in yey another New Jersey scandal
By Tom Hum Jr.
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CLEANING UP NEW JERSEY: Samuel Rivera, center right, mayor o( Passaic NJ, leaves the Clarkson S Fisher US District Courthouse
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The Shops at Fallen Timbers
3100 Main Street, Suite 1599
Maumee. Ohio 43537 l
(419)878-6255

Visit our website at www theshopsatfallentimbers com

WWWBGNEWS.COM
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ALL

CAMPUS

Picnic &
Campus Fest
ll:00am-3:00pm | Friday, September 7, 2007
University Hall Lawn
Over 300 Student Orgs
Volunteer Agencies
SPONSORS INCLUDE
The Office of the President,
The Division of Student Affairs. Dining Services,
The Office of Campus Activities, Coca-Cola,
The University Bookstore, UPS, Kroger,

Local Merchants
Music by 88.1 WBGU
Carnival Games

• Get Active ■

••••••••

Get Experience •
••••••••

Get Excited ■

••••••••
Get Connected •
••••••••

Get Pumped »

Caricature Artists
Free Food
Free Give-fiwaus
find Much More

-^ Office of

Cam

Acti
Division of Student Affairs

RAIN DATE
September 21, 2007 from ll:00am-3:00pm
University Hall Lawn

BGSU.

The Office of Campus Activities is located in
401 Bowen-Thompson Student Union. For more
information on Campus Fest or other ways to Get Involved,
please contact us at (419) 372-2343 or www.bgsu.edu/getinvolved.

